Automatic labeling of anatomical structures in MR FastView images using a statistical atlas.
We present a method for fast and automatic labeling of anatomical structures in MR FastView localizer images, which can be useful for automatic MR examination planning. FastView is a modern MR protocol, that provides larger planning fields of view than previously available with isotropic 3D resolution by scanning during continuous movement of the patient table. Hence, full 3D information is obtained within short acquisition time. Anatomical labeling is done by registering the images to a statistical atlas created from training image data beforehand. The statistical atlas consists of a statistical model of deformation and a statistical model of grey value appearance. It is generated by non-rigid registration and principal component analysis of the resulting deformation fields and registered images. Labeling of an unseen FastView image is done by non-rigid registration of the image to the statistical atlas and propagating the labels from the atlas to the image. In our implementation, the statistical models of deformation and appearance are both implemented on the GPU (graphics processing unit), which permits computing the atlas based labeling using GPU hardware acceleration. The running times of about 10 to 30 seconds are of the same magnitude as the image acquisition itself, which allows for practical usage in clinical MR routine.